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AN AMERICAN POET: LOUISE IMOGEN 
GUINEY 

BY ALICE BROWN 

Louise Imogen Guiney, poet, essayist and scholar, was born 

in Boston on January 17, 1861, and died at Chipping Campden, 
England, on November 2, 1920. She was of Irish stock, with a 

strain of English, Scots and French, a quick-silver blend of buoy 
ancy and wit, duly tempered by a special potency of Gallic grace 
with its apprehension of the mot juste and its infallible divination 
in forms of art. As a girl, she was uniquely dear to men and 

women pleasurably stirred by the literary wonder of her early 
blossoming into essays and verse, and charmed anew, when they 
invaded her shy fastnesses, by the unstudied simplicities of her 

modest behavior. Tremendously believed in, she carried her full 

cup with steady hand. No taint of ambition was in her. She 
had seen the "cloud-capp'd towers" of the halls of light where 
the blessed everlastingly dwell, she had guessed at green valleys, 
the refuge of those "ordained to fail," and she knew thus early, 

through her reverent intuition, that "it has become almost an 

honor not to be crowned." Even at the beginning, when chap 

lets were being woven for her, she might have written that later 

recital of her secular creed: 

To fear not possible failure 

Nor covet the game at all. 

Her first book was Songs at the Start (1884) and the first col 

lected essays Goose-Quill Papers (1885). The essays, despite a 

wilful archaism, an armored stiffness of light attack learned out 

of library shelves, are astonishingly mature for a pen so young. 

The little book is a jovial self-betraying one, spiced with a learned 

playfulness. When she has mounted her gaily caparisoned jen 
net of unforced humor, she takes the world by inversion; you 
shall follow her circumspectly, or her steed will throw up his 

heels in your face and gallop off in the dust of his own making. 

"My novitiate page," she ruefully confesses, invoking the influ 
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ence of Hazlitt, "smelled hard of that dear name, likewise of 

Browne, Taylor, and Cowley, and Lamb, and of one R. L. S., a 

Romany chal then utterly unknown, whom I had found in secret 

and in secret worshipped." It was a brave beginning, this slen 

der book of little essays, and it was dedicated to Dr. Oliver 
Wendell Holmes. How charmingly, with what an engaging gal 

lantry he must have taken it! 
To leap the fecund years to the Patrins of her later youth is to 

follow the continuity of the same whimsical and reflective vein. 
This book, deriving its fortunate title from patrin, "a Gypsy 
trail: handfuls of leaves or grass cast by the Gypsies on the road, 
to denote to those behind the way which they have taken," is 

primarily for him whom reading "maketh a full man." The 

style, with a scholarship better tempered and easier to carry, 

being, as it were, not the armor of her earliest adventuring but 

woven into chain mail, is the despair of the less agile and in 
structed mind. It is tinctured with her personal quality, and is 

incredibly rich, the richer when you return to it after intercourse 
with more immediate things, to find such fruits of her commerce 
with far-off civilizations and loving sentience to the "hills of 
home." Like the buyer in Goblin Market, she drips with juices 
from the very fruits of life, antidote for our dull ambitions: the 

years "wasted in prison on casuist industries." It is full of a 

not too quaint and bookish but an altogether delicious persiflage. 
She upholds the scholar's right to "fall back with delight upon a 

choice assortment of ignorances." Most of all does she advertise 

the great narcotic of out-of-doors. She betrays an unimpeach 
able bodily sanity. Though urban by birth, she was also, 
through adoptive kinship of Pan and all the nymphs, a sylvan, 
to her "a dear Elizabethan word." She sings a remorseful dirge 
over the "defeated days" of captive animals. She quickens her 

pace at moments to the measures of a hilarious mind. Through 
out that mischievous "encourager of hesitancy," the Harmless 

Scholar, she all but dances. 
"The main business of the scholar," she informs you, with a 

wicked twinkle behind her spectacles, "is to live gracefully, with 
out mental passion, and to get off alone into a corner for an 

affectionate view of creation." 
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She knows, by mischievous instinct, just what your idea of the 
scholar is: the conserver of chronologies and sapient conclusions 
fit chiefly to be waved in pedagogical celebrations or trumpeted 
at authors' readings. No such sterile destiny as this for her, as 

she shall presently "fructify unto you." 
"Few can be trusted with an education." This she tells you 

with a prodigious lightness of self-assurance: 

The true scholar's sign-manual is not the midnight lamp on a folio. He 

knows; he is baked through; all superfluous effort and energy are over for 

him. To converse consumedly upon the weather, and compare notes as to 

"whether it is likely to hold up tomorrow,"?this, says Hazlitt, 
" 

is the end 

and privilege of a life of study." 

Mark you how humbly she proceeds, this multi-millionaire of 
the mind. Her intellectual barns are bursting with fatness, her 
cattle are on a thousand hills; yet she spares you not only the 

inventory of her acquisitions but any hint of her respect for 

them. One is smilingly glad to note that sometimes the challenge 
of the world's intellectual penury is really too much for her, and 

she cannot help rushing to the rescue with armies of notable 
names and historic data. 

As the tree of her mental life broadened into wider air, it 

cast a shade not even her votaries were always zealous to pene 

trate. She tended more and more to the obscure, the far-off and 

dimly seen. In her biographical work she was the champion of 

lost causes, the restorer of names dropped out of rubricated 

calendars through sheer inattention of an unlearned world, or 

rusted by time in chantries no longer visited. She would sail, 
not for those known islands on every map where harbors are 

charted and the smallest craft can coal and water, but some lost 

Atlantis, even if she might only moor in its guessed neighborhood 
and hear, at least, the plash of ripples over it. She was always 

listening, the generous hand to the responsive ear, to echoes from 

"forgotten or infrequent lyres." She says: 

Apollo has a class of might-have-beens whom he loves: poets bred in mel 

ancholy places, under disabilities, with thwarted growth and thinned voices; 

poets compounded of everything magical and fair, like an elixir which is the 

outcome of knowledge and patience, and which wants, in the end, even as 

common water would, the essence of immortality. 
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She had an inextinguishable love for the souls "ordained to 
fail." As it made no difference to her whether a lasting line of 
verse were hers or another's, so she had the patience of the born 

annalist in picking up and conserving every least coin of the 
realm of letters or of manly and romantic deeds. 

From Songs at the Start to Happy Ending (1909), this last bear 

ing her stamp as comprising "the less faulty half of all the 
author's published verse," her work hardly varies in a certain 

cool, limpid, sometimes austere content. Songs at the Start is 
no perfervid twittering from the nest. The gusts of a too tem 

pestuous heart, the revolt of youth against a world ready made 
for it, are foreign to her. She might be the child of a pagan 
ardency of simple joy, singing to the echo in some waking spring. 
These are the dewy recognitions of a world "not realized." Their 

faults, from a standpoint purely technical, are the ones that 

plagued her throughout, though she recognized them with a rue 

ful self-dispraise and mock extravagance of remorse. They are 

the infrequent lapses of a not invariably musical ear. To the 

end, she would unjustifiably change her cadence. It might be 
a fault for her to redress: but who among her lovers would com 

plain of it now? It was an individual flaw, a little human imper 
fection like the mole on beauty's cheek. 

The White Sail, part legend and part lyric, sang out in fuller 

tone, though with no less individual a measure. The legends 
sound curiously academic in these days when the industrious 
versifier celebrates the small beer of his own "home town" in 

untrained eccentricities all too faithful to his villageous mood. 

They were the tall pines of the fairy wood she wandered in. There 
were pillared aisles and porticos, not New England dooryards, 

tapestries shaken by winds of the past, not leaves, red and gold, 
blown her from the swamps and hills she knew. And as you are 

about to close the door on this virginal chamber of April airs and 
cloistral moonlight, of ordered books breathing not leather only 
but the scent of "daffodilean days," your heart rises up, for here 
is The Wild Ride, that first beat out its galloping measure in a 

dream, and continued, with the consent of her own critical mind, 
to the last book of all. It was, one may guess, her first lyric 
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runaway, the first time she lost herself in the galloping rush of a 
stanza's trampling feet. 

I hear in my heart, I hear in its ominous pulses 
All day, on the road, the hoofs of invisible horses, 
All night, from their stalls, the importunate pawing and neighing. 

We spur to a land of no name, out-racing the storm-wind; 
We leap to the infinite dark like sparks from the anvil. 

Thou leadest, O God! All's well with Thy troopers that follow. 

In The Roadside Harp (1893) (and this she calls, as late as 1911, 

"my best book") she is in full swing of that individual hue and 
form of verse to be hers henceforth, hall-marked, inimitable, of 

an imperishable fragility of loveliness, unique as the hand they 
were written in. Here sounds her own true note. Here were 

more plainly distinguishable the defined colors of the braided 
strand of destiny that made her so rare a nature and were per 

haps?it is well to put it softly, this question?to hinder her in 

robustness and variety of performance. Irish by birth, she had 
not to the full, what she finds in Mangan, that "racial luxuriance 
and fluency." And, like him, her "genius is happier on Saxon 
than on Celtic ground." She was too subject to varied impulses 
to be the exponent of one. Her love in letters ran passionately 
to the Anglo-Saxon; the seventeenth century was her home. She 

was devoutly Catholic, yet living fibres in her knew the earth as 

it was in its unconsecrated freshness before the Great Deliverer 
came. 

"You are a natural Christian," she said once to a friend poor 

in the consolations of belief, "with a birthright of gladness and 

peace, whether you seize it or not; whereas I am the other fellow, 
a bed-rock pagan, never able to live up to the inestimable spiritual 
conditions to which I was born." 

This was humility only, no wavering from her transcending 
faith. Yet the wholesome natural man in her was acutely sensi 

tive to that earth which saw the immortal gods. You find her 

listening, responsive, to the far heard echoes of Greek harmony. 
She was ready with her cock to iEsculapius, the tribute of her 

gentle allegiance to these kingly pagans who loved the light of 

the sun and shrank from the "dishonor of the grave," who knew 
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the face of Nemesis and were, above all, disciples of the law of 

aidos, the negation of excess. Louise Guiney went pace by pace 
with the Greeks. It is not merely her choice of Attic subjects, 
like Simoisius, or the Alexandriana that are so faithful in spirit, 

though she had no Greek. It is that in this book we are renew 

edly conscious of the oneness of mortal longing and earth love 
liness. Here is a sentience to the throes of that earth which is 

not solely the earth set to man's uses, but mysteriously made and 

mysteriously continued, with its uncomprehended language of 

light and dark and its ebb and flux eternally in sway. All Chris 
tian in belief, she was pagan in the listening nerves of her. And 
her harp, hung in the window opening on what we call eternity, 
thrilled to many breezes. Being Christian, she was, as in her 

life, all devotion, all pure obedience, rapt celebrant of the story 
of the Birth and the Cross, a vowed Eremite to the belief that 
counts all things loss, save One. Hands of diverse angels reached 

out of the sky and touched her harp to song or litany. There 
was the spirit of an assured immortality. There was, too, the 

voice of Erda, the Earth, crooning from the root caverns in the 

abysses of time past. 

Some of the verse from this middle period is so fragile and aus 

terely tremulous, like bare boughs moved by a not unkindly 
wind, that you are aware of what has, in another sense, been 

called "scantness." Not only does she adventure delicately in 

her shallop, she is fain of archaic brevity and pauses that do 

unquestionably halt the accompanying voyager to his discom 
fiture. In The Roadside Harp, though her metres were some 

times inhospitable to the ear unprepared, she did attain the very 
topmost reaches on the hills of words' delight. The two Irish 
Peasant Songs ran with a light step, and a breath as sweet as the 

whispers over Ireland's harp. Here also is an imperishable 
beauty of a lyric, fit for some ecstatic anthology, so rare in form 

and color that the listening ear scarce cares for the meaning, so 

its music may go on and on: 

When on the marge of evening the last blue light is broken, 
And winds of dreamy odor are loosened from afar, 
Or when my lattice opens, before the lark hath spoken, 
On dim laburnum-blossoms, and morning's dying star, 
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I think of thee, (O mine the more if other eyes be sleeping!) 
Whose great and noonday splendor the many share and see, 

While sacred and forever, some perfect law is keeping 
The late, the early twilight, alone and sweet for me. 

There are those for whom the conduct of life, either a passion 
or a malaise, according to individual temperament, transcends 

even the magic of pure fancy. For them there are trumpet calls, 

perhaps the most widely known and praised, The Kings, its last 

stanza the battle cry of the faint and brave: 

To fear not possible failure, 
Nor covet the game at all, 
But fighting, fighting, fighting, 
Die, driven against the wall. 

This is'metal for sounding clarions. And so too is The Knight 
Errant: the second stanza an epitome of grand quotable abstrac 

tions: 
Let claws of lightning clutch me 

From summer's groaning cloud, 
Or ever malice touch me, 
And glory make me proud. 
Oh, give my youth, my faith, my sword, 
Choice of the heart's desire: 

A short life in the saddle, Lord! 

Not long life by the fire! 

As she grew in spiritual aspiration, her music attuned itself 
more and more to the echoes of a harmony heavenly if austere. 

Some of these devout lyrics are so individual her very personality 
flashes out before you, and you hear her own lips chanting her 

own song. She is the figure in the stained glass window, saint 

or warrior, dimming the outer light to woo the eye to the ecclesi 

astical richness of the surrounding red and gold* Or she is a 

young knight riding at twilight to service in the chantry you 
have never sought, and you look up from your table spread with 

meat and wines and watch him in bewilderment of spirit; and 

the figures on the arras tremble, as it might be from the wind of 

his passing. And once having seen the erect slender body of 

him riding to his passion of prayer, you turn to the moving figures 
of the arras with new eyes, wondering if, begot of earthly looms, 
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they are as beautiful as you had thought. Here is no passion 
but the unfed passion of the soul, the life sustained not through 
plethora but negation, the everlasting verity of renunciation 
which is the pale reflex of the face of Christ. Her later work, the 

greater part of it, is again like the trembling of bare exquisite 
branches against a sunset sky, the sky of a gold and green limpid 
ity a world away from roseate dawns. She was a spirit with 

drawn from a turmoil she would neither recognize nor enter, sit 

ting in her tower above the world, spinning flowers out of frost. 
The Martyr's Idyl (1899) she wrote with some haste of devo 

tional conviction, and in the same volume, a fringe upon the hem 
of its brocaded stateliness, is the Outdoor Litany, a cry, full of 
earth's blood and tears. 

The spur is red upon the briar, 
The sea-kelp whips the wave ashore; 
The wind shakes out the colored fire 
From lamps a-row on the sycamore; 

The bluebird, with his flitting note, 
Shows to wild heaven his wedding-coat; 
The mink is busy; herds again 
Go hillward in the honeyed rain; 
The midges meet. I cry to Thee 

Whose heart 

Remembers each of these. Thou art 

My God who has forgotten me! 

Here are beauties dear to the mortal mind to which an anguish 
of discontent is comprehensible because "it is common." Here 
is the sum and circle of nature, tagged with the everlasting para 

dox: the mindlessness and indifference of the beauty wherewith 
we are surrounded and our anguish to which it will not, because 
it cannot, minister. This is great writing: for here the soul 

walks unabashed, articulate, impassioned, the finite crying to the 

infinite, the perishing atom appealing to the sky of the universal 
over him. Perhaps there can be nothing greater in a dramatic 
sense, in our prison-house under the encircling sky, than the 

accusatory or the challenging voice of the creature, through the 

unanswering framework of his mortal destiny, to the God Who 
created both him and it. But the actual crown of the book is in 
the two stanzas called 

" 
Borderlands." Within the small circle of 
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recurrent rhyme this poem holds the ineffable. It is a softly 
drawn and haunting melody on the night wind of our thoughts, it 
hints at the nameless ecstasies that may be of the rhythm of the 

body or the soul?-but we know not!?it is of the texture of the 
veil between sense and the unapprehended spirit. 

Through all the evening, 
All the virginal long evening, 
Down the blossomed aisle of April it is dread to walk alone; 
For there the intangible is nigh, the lost is ever-during; 
And who would suffer again beneath a too-divine alluring, 
Keen as the ancient drift of sleep on dying faces blown? 

Yet in the valley, 
At a turn of the orchard alley, 
When a wild aroma touched me in the moist and moveless air, 
Like breath indeed from out Thee, or as airy vesture round Thee, 
Then was it I went faintly, for fear I had nearly found Thee, 
O Hidden, O Perfect, O Desired! first and final Fair! 

The line: 
Keen as the ancient drift of sleep on dying faces blown, 

is one of those pervasive beauties which recall the universal that 
is beauty's self. You see in it?or you feel, for it falls on the sen 
sitive plate of emotion that far outranks your intellect?all the 
faces of all the dead from the first slain after Eden past the 
Pharaohs and queens that "died young and fair" to him "that 
died o' Wednesday." 

Happy Ending is her renewed hail and her farewell. Here are 
some of the old beauties and, gathered up with them, the later 
buds of a more sparsely blossoming fancy. The additions of 
this later period are slightly more involved, much more austere. 

The world does not call to her now in the manifold voices of that 
vernal time when she and her dog went field-faring. It is a spot, 
though still dearly loved, to leave. In Beati Mortui, she cele 
brates the "dead in spirit" who, having renounced the trappings 
of a delusive day, are henceforth like angel visitants in a world 
where they hold no foot of vain desire. The] sonnet Astraea, 
her actual farewell, has the poignant sestette: 

Are ye unwise who would not let me love you? 
Or must too bold desires be quieted? 
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Only to ease you, never to reprove you, 
I will go back to heaven with heart unfed: 

Yet sisterly I turn, I bend above you, 
To kiss (ah, with what sorrow!) all my dead. 

Next to the Golden City of belief she had, as she began, con 

tinued to serve poetry, the "love of lovely words." And though 
an initiate world had hailed her, when, like a young shepherd 
wandered into town, a bewildering "strayed reveller" she came 

"singing along the way," man had been finding out many inven 

tions and kept no ear for strains out of Arcady or long notes pro 

phetically echoed from the New Jerusalem. He was laying the 

foundations of a taste which was to flower in jazz and the movies 

and the whirling of wheels on great white ways. She had her 
own small public always. To these, her books were cool colon 

nades with the sea at the end. But she had learned, now with 
no shadow of doubt, that there would never be any wider response 

to her from the world of the printed word. She was not "maga 
zinable" in the modern sense. If she had kept on singing, it 

would have been into that silence whence the poet's voice echoes 

back to him with a loneliness terrifying to hear. Need that 

dull his fancy and mute his tongue? Not in youth, perhaps. 
When the blood flows boundingly, you write your verses on green 

leaves, so they are written, and if nobody wants the woven chap 
let of them, you laugh and cast it in the stream. Through the 

middle years it is different. You must be either quickened by 
an unquenchable self-belief or warmed at the fire of men's re 

sponsive sympathy to write at all. There is something in the 
hurt an unheeding world can deal you that, besides draining the 
wounded heart, stiffens the brain and hand. And Atalanta's 

pace may be slackened by the misadventures of the way. Her 

sandal may come loose, or she slips on a pebble and strains the 

tendon of that flying foot. 
The only verse Louise Guiney prized, was the verse with wings, 

spontaneous as the gestures of childhood or the oriole's song. 

She could knock her lines into a wild ruin and rebuild, but that 
was after the first swift assembling of stone on stone. Any idea 
of verse soberly and slowly evolved as an intellectual feat was 

afar from her. "Our best things," she said, "are the easiest. 
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They're no trouble." They did cost, in the last sweet pangs of 
intent consideration, of rearranging, polishing and hunting down 
the best and only word. When the poetic impulse seized her, 
she bent to it in obedient delight. She never coaxed or beckoned. 

Only into the living spring did she dip her cup: no thrifty piping 
it to the house in forethought of the day when the frost creeps 
and "no birds sing!" The greatest beauties in her verse were 
as spontaneous as they dropped from the skies and she set them 
in their chaste enduring gold. Though she was so unwearied in 

polishing and changing, in their general scope and temper they 
came as from the hand of God, and when her own hand fell too 

laxly to receive them, they did not come. These last were the 
less robust years of her middle age: for as to the intellectual life, 
she had no waning. She died young. And though the heart that 
is the bravado of sheer courage was never allowed to fail her, the 

bodily heart did fail. Those who had walked with her knew its 

weakness, and that, a race-horse on the road, she was speedily 
exhausted in a climb. One day, lost on Exmoor, her walking 

mate, looking back for her, would find the world empty of her 

altogether. Knowing the sort of spirit she was, it was easy to 

guess the Little People had kidnapped her or an archangel hidden 
her in the brightness of his wings while they discoursed together 
on topics of the upper sky. But the heather had simply closed 
over her; she had lain down to rest her tired heart. And as the 

physical world, out of the strange jealousy of its predestined 
enmities, is forever fighting the spirit, so the feebler action of a 

flagging heart might dull those swift spontaneities that are man's 

paean to the beauty of things?his answer to the earth that 

cajoles and challenges the while it fulfils its mysterious hostility 
and overthrows us in the end. Her mind was no less keen in 
these last years, nor, except in the sudden exhaustion of a tragic 
illness, were her activities dulled. In her prose work of edit 

ing and reviewing, the blade was sharper as time wore upon it 
and she grew more recondite in knowledge and more desperately 
exact, omitting no extreme of patient scrutiny. But poetry was 

her youth, and youth was gone. And youth is not a matter of 

years. It is what the years have done to us. If we may borrow 
a tag of appreciation for her poems we could hardly do better than 
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quote her resume of Hurrell Froude's, the "clearness, simplicity, 
orderly thought and noble severity" she found in him. 

They have a strong singleness and sad transparency, the tone of them a 

little chilly, yet almost Virgilian, and arrestingly beautiful; . . . absti 

nent, concentrated, true. 

Now primarily Froude's verse is not in the least like Louise 

Guiney's. It is scarcely more than the first note leading up the 
scale. In the amazed apprehension of beauty, he is leagues 
behind her. Yet the "almost Virgilian" of her comment fits her 
to perfection. And if she is not always "clear" she is, marvel 

ously again, "a little chilly," with the chill of spring twilights 
when earth scents are in the air, the lily-of-the-valley just bloomed 
out of the cold, or the damp richness of the April woods. 

Two little volumes, Monsieur Henri, the story of the Count of 
La Rochejaquelein (1892) and A Little English Gallery (1894) 
are of the essence of the exhaustive research and fine rehabili 

tation that were the fruit of her later years. The war of the 

Vendee, with its religious appeal, its romance of feudal catch 

words, took irresistible hold on her, and the young Count of La 

Rochejaquelein, blazoned in youthful ardor, shone as the sun. 
The Little English Gallery, six biographical essays in her indi 

vidual manner of a condensed bewilderment of research, holds 
the seed of what might be accounted her life work. For not only 
does her portrait pen paint you a fine enduring picture of Lady 
Danvers, Farquhar, Beauclerk, Langton and Hazlitt, but here 

also is the preface, as it might be called of her Henry Vaughan,to 
whose gentle service she bent the intermittent work of later years. 
In the summer of 1895, she went on pilgrimage to the grave of 

Vaughan, at Llansaintffread. This was a part of Wales hardly 
touched by tourists, for the ubiquitous motor car had not begun 
its devil's business of shedding profanation over silent ways. To 

walk here was to withdraw as deeply as you would into the fra 
grance of past simplicities. Louise Guiney was reft away into 
a trance of inward peace. She trod the paths her poet had 
loved, and she was, also with him, where her mind would ever 
be, in the seventeenth century. This was one of her ardent 
quests, her passionate rescues: for Vaughan was forgotten on his 
own familiar ground. Literally the places that had known him 
vol. ccxni.?no. 785 38 
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knew him no more. Even his grave had been desecrated by the 
slow attrition of neglect. A coal shed had encroached on it, coal 
had fallen on his stone, cans and broken glass littered the sacred 

spot. The two Americans, in a haste of ruth, cleared the stone 

with hands and walking sticks, and Louise Guiney drew to her a 

pair of bent and blear-eyed Hodges working near and preached to 
them Vaughan, the good physician, and his right to the seemli 
ness of an ordered resting-place. And she stayed not in her 

doing, but called later upon England and America for a fund to 

put the grave in order and suitably to commemorate the poet. 
The Vaughan essay in her own copy of the Little English Gallery 
grew thick with notes, confirmatory or expanded, in this browsing 
over Welsh ground, and the Vaughan editing ran on and on 

through following years into what must be the authoritative 
edition of his work. 

The complete bibliography of her prose would include intro 

ductions, studies, notes, all characterized by her unhastened 

scrutiny of "passionate yesterdays": Matthew Arnold, Robert 

Emmett, Catherine Phillips, Thomas Stanley, Lionel Johnson, 
Edmund Campion,?these were a few of those whose memory 

she illuminated and clarified. No estimate could overrate her 

continuing and exhaustless patience; she was content with noth 

ing less than living within arm's length of all the centuries. Poet 

first, poet in feeling always, even after the rude circumstances of 

life had closed her singing lips, she was an undaunted craftsman 
at prose. It is true she did expect too much of us. She did, 
even in those later days, more than half believe we could delight 
in pouncing, with her own triumphing agility, on discoveries of 
remote relationships and evasive dates. Her multiplicity of 

detail had become so minute and comprehensive, especially as 

touching the Restoration, that the merely literary journal could 

seldom print her with any chance of backing from the average 
reader. It was inevitable to her to run on into the merely accu 

rate data prized by the historian and genealogist alone. Who 
can expect the modern mind, prey to one sociological germ after 

another, to find antidote in the obscurities of seventeenth century 

English? Yet she never veered from the natal bent of her trained 

intelligence. She was the indomitable knight errant of letters. 
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Like Mr. Henry James, she was an expatriate, the last third 
of her life spent in England, though not even under the argument 
of our aloofness from Europe between 1914 and 1917 did she, like 

him, bear testimony to her love for England by becoming natural 
ized. Still an ardent American, her answering love flowed back 
to us as in 1898, when she dedicated one of the most breathlessly 
beautiful of her poems to]" The Outbound Republic." There had 
come the challenge to enter world counsels and world clashes. 

As the clear mid-channel wave, 

That under a Lammas dawn 

Her orient lanthorn held 

Steady and beautiful, 

Through the trance of the sunken tide, 
Sudden leaps up and spreads 

Her signal round the sea: 

Time, time! 

Time to awake; to arm; 

To scale the difficult shore! 

And if we think her heart, in its love for England, ever grew alien 
to us, we may go back to the last of the twelve stately London 
Sonnets: In the Docks. What a banner she waved here of an im 

plied creed, a passionate belief! 
Our inherited traditions were like wine to her, our lapses 

drained her soul; and as it was in 1890, when that sonnet was 

written, so it continued to be through the years when our star 

sank in 1914, to be so long in rising. 
Though so ardent an American, England was her spirit's home. 

The odor of musty archives was as delicious in her nostrils as 

"hawthorn buds in May." Halfjeffaced inscriptions were dearer 

to her than whole broadsides of modern paeans to success. A 

crusader knight on his back in some immemorial dimness, was as 

immediate to her soul as Apollo walking down the aisles of 

song. London, when she was away from it, haunted her "like a 

passion." To come upon her great little picture of pre-war Lon 

don makes a blessed interlude in the shrieking present. For 
we have gained the motor car, and the price the smiling gods 
exacted is that we have lost the broodingness of cities?their 

murmurous tranquillity. That essay, Quiet London, dated 1890, 
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has heart-break in it, as well as beauty, for those who knew the 

London of old and who will see it no more. Here are the very 
lineaments of that great fog-soaked, rain-darkened beneficence 

and terror which once was London. You walk in it with her 
and are at home in an inherited peace. 

There is no congestion of the populace; yet the creeks and coves of that 

ancient sea remain brimmed with mortality, hour after hour, century after 

century, as if in subjection to a fixed moon. It is the very poise of energy, 
the aggregation of so much force that all force is at a standstill; the miracu 

lous moment, indefinitely prolonged, when achieved fruition becalms itself 

at the full, and satiety hesitates to set in. 

To speak of her letters, those floating immortalities she cast 
about with so prodigal a hand, is to wonder anew at an imagina 
tive brilliancy even beyond what she put into her considered 

work. To open one was an event. Almost you were miserly 
over the envelope itself, and treasured it, the script on it was of 
so rare a beauty. For her handwriting has an individual distinc 
tion. Done in haste or at leisure, it was the same. Her tumul 

tuous jottings on margins of print or bits of scribbling paper kept 
the line of grace. And the subject matter! it was as varied as 

flowers and jewels and shells. In some cases, her books may 

have suffered from too anxious a care. Her affluent learning, 

deeply as it enriched her poetic gift, may have done something 
toward choking it, burying it under the drift of yesterdays. For 

having at her memory's call the immortalities of our English 
tongue, a despair may well have overtaken her with the impulse 
to enter that great company. She lacked the crude yet whole 
some audacity of those to whom the world is young. But if her 
considered work may possibly have suffered from "much cherish 

ing," her letters made their bright advent unhindered. In 

them she lost her sense of studious responsibilities and?strange 

paradox of time!?it is they who may go farthest toward making 
her immortal. The haste with which they left her hand for the 

post was what saved them in their living delightfulness. And 

they were plentiful as leaves in Arden. Never did she let her 

correspondence "come tardy off." Courteous, good-natured, 

sympathetic listener to requests and comment, she wrote you 

without delay and with the most engaging personal touch. If 
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you sent her your book, she read it with a painstaking intentness 
and returned you, not a formal note of thanks but a full and rich 
review wherein you were praised to the top of your deserts, your 

failings touched lightly but honestly and your errors spotted 
with the scholar's acumen. There was no smallest trace in her of 

carping for the satisfaction of showing how brave a critic she 
could be, no sense of blustering privilege. But the letters! 

written in an onrush of mental exuberance, sometimes the faster 

the better, a tumultuous beauty of diction,?you shook the tree 
and you got such fruit; the wind of your favor blew her way 
and unloosed on you that petalled shower. Those were the spon 
taneities of her life; they, in their lasting evanescence, are what 
she has now to bequeath us, a priceless legacy. 

In what niche shall we set her statue of renown? She has done 
the most authentic and exquisite verse America has yet pro 
duced. Is it not rather to its honor and our defeated fame that 
no widespread recognition of it could have been predicted? Is 
Hazlitt largely read? Does Charles Lamb sell by the million or 
the seventeenth century lyrists by the hundred thousand? 
Louise Guiney was, like so much that is austerely beautiful in 
the modern world, a victim of majorities. The democracy of 
taste and intellect is perhaps the master, perhaps the puppet, of 
this ironic time. But the time itself has its martyrs in these 
children of illustrious line who cannot, sadly willing as they may 
be, quite speak the common tongue. It is the suffrages of the 

buying public that determine what publishers shall print. And 
for that public?Diana's chariot in the heavens means less than 
a limousine on earth. But the gods, who endowed Louise 

Guiney with something ineffable out of their treasury, alone 
know about these things. Under their eyes stands her slender 
last collection among its peers. And the book itself says: 

Unto the One aware from everlasting 
Dear are the winners: thou art more than they. 

Alice Brown. 
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